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otis redding had a knack for compressing time and energy into breathtaking moments of
expression and emotion. no other artist could sound so emotion-packed as he could. the
combination of vocal interplay and musicianship on this single were staggering. from the

start, the drama and passion of his vocals against the plaintive, confident horns are
stunning. watch the fire burn the mountain, make you smoke, and smoke it to. david

torkan a gentle strummer with some great bass and drums backing it, the doors absolutely
nailed it with the two tracks that made up their amazing 1966 self-titled debut. thirty years

later, these tracks still sound fresh and new, and the doors were an instantly influential
band with their unconventional sound, witty lyrics, and experimentation. the songs are
great, but the lyrics were also revolutionary, going further than they had gone before,

especially the excellent line "i feel like a misfit in this place," from the title track. the doors
also proved to be a hard act to follow. an instant classic in the guise of a great pop song
and a time-tested hit single, the beatles version of the beach boys great song does the

band, and brian sims cant get wrong. here in an uptempo version, it picks up the song to a
great tune, with some great harmonies. the wild hair and crazy and silly side of the

beatles, was always fun to watch, and the video is still hilarious, as we can all see in the
clip above. say it with me, people, puff daddy is the man. oh yeah. straight up. as this

particular track, with slightly female vocals to boot, demonstrates. whatever you think of
diddy, he has the ability to make a catchy pop song. we cant tell if this is one of his best or

worst songs, but it definitely belongs on this list and we think you will agree.
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one of the greatest bands of all time, the beatles were a huge thing for a lot of people. they were everything.
one of the biggest supergroups of all time, they released a ton of classic records. this 1967 contender was
the second single off the dark side album, and it was the album opener. in an era where the song-writing

credits were assigned somewhat arbitrarily, the beatles were the true auteur. (ks) i made this selection from
the very first time i heard “gimme shelter” by the rolling stones. (i had heard other songs by the rolling

stones, but none captivated me as much as this one.) it was part of that very important string of albums the
stones recorded that were very close to what would later be called “ everly smiths ” in the uk. in the long

line of pop rock artists who borrowed features of the monkees, robert palmer came closest to a valid
recreation. as early as 1966 he was imitating their pop/rock sound, but this debut record was his one and

only proper attempt to replicate the effect that would have a powerful impact on the next wave of pop rock.
it works more as a backing band than a lead band as the track is primarily the work of bassist rick laine,

though as with the original album the monkees’ micky dolenz and tommy boyce make a welcome
appearance and are responsible for the backing vocals. in fact the track (originally called i saw the light) was

to provide a backing for a live monkee’s first uk show which opened their second album. part of this is an
adaption of the 60s rock standard my girl, while the following love her? was palmer’s first uk cover. the song
was a number one hit in the usa, but the rest of the album was a hit for palmer, who went on to have more

chart success, and a gold album. (ks) 5ec8ef588b
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